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Introduction

Students- affective responses in mathematics play a signiflcmt role in their \vot-king
and
thinking in a mathematical task, a role that cannot be ignored in investigating
studcllls’ cognition. In this paper Lve will be concerned mainly with the role of
attitudes, md 111(9R specifically ~vith the f’omation of attitudes and their relation to
mathematical 13ehaliour in upper sixth form stuclents.
Research on matheinatics education has focused tnainlj on the cognitive processes
{1[’learning, lea\ing little space for the consideration and integration of affective
i5sLlc5, l“lo\i’t\’tr, M)Inc recent rese;irch h the ljeld of mathematics education has
concentrated on :~fiixti~e aspects (McLeod & Adams, 1989; Meyet- & Eley, 1999).
AH’ec~i\c responses can b~ differentiated into beliefs, attitudes and emotions as
Simon ( 1982) I1OTCS,but such a distinction is not altvays clear. C)ften the term
attitude is referred in tht literature as belief’s (Neale, 1969; Cook & Leckey, 1999) or
feelings (Rojster et al, 1999) and its o~~m cletinition is “implied by items of
inslrutncnts measuring tittitude” (Kul[n, 19S0). Such m approach begs the question
01’Lihat %!e actu:~]!~’mean b> attiflide.
llanj socia! ps> chologists (.Ajzen & Fishbeitl, 1980; Allpot-t, 1935; ‘“rrianclis, 1971)
tried to define the term and the most commonly used definition is that of Ajzen’s
(198X):
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HowIever-,the above definition does not include any cognitive aspects of mathematics
nor explain the \vay attitLlcles are formed or link with behavioLm. For that reason, we
define and Llseattitude as:
iht amalgam of [he emotional experiences of a topic and the beliefs about the nature of
the topic }~hich leads to a predisposition

to respond with similar emotions and similm

expectations in similar experiential settings.

This definition indicates that we do not aim to simply measure the degree to which a
student likes a ]nathematical topic or to identify students’ beliefs about mathematics
itself. We LYL!herattempt to explain that the behavioLm exhibited by students are
[ormed from their attitLicies towards it. Our implicit hypothesis is that attitudes are
shaped by students’ initial views of mathematics and their experiences in it. The
rep~tition of se~eral mathematical situations and the approaches students use to deal
~vith them, along \tith their idiosyncratic views about the nature of mathematics
for-m a specific attitLde to~}ards a mathematical topic or mathematics in general.
\4’e believe that i~ t~e are able to Lmcover stLdents’ attitudes towards mathematics
then we will be able to “predict” the way they approach a mathematical task.

Methodology

The work presented here is the tlrst part of a longitudinal study that examines the
devc]opment of stL[de-nts’ attitL]des towards mathematics in relation to cognitive
aspects during the transition from school to university.
Se]l~i-st]-LlctLIieclinteriie~!s t~rith 11 students were conducted at their schools just
bck)rc their A-JeLcl e.wms. The stLidents who \ver-e selected to par-ticipate in the
research had been offered a place at Warwick’s Mathematics Department. The
intemic~vs> purpose \\as to form an in-depth view of their beliefs and feelings about
mathematics. An attitLlclinal qLlestionnaire about the nature of lmathematics and the
SLLldCllt’Sbeliefs and emotions about it was administered to them. In addition, a
mathematical problem, taken fkom Mason et a/ (1 982), was given to them the last 20
nlin Lltc5 or the inter~rie~!r. The content of problem was chosen to be within the
mathematical kno~~ledge one ~vould expect of a sixth-form student. The problem
\’Vas : ‘-A t’oLIrdigit palindrome is al\vays exactly divisible by 11. Is that true?”.
‘[’L’)
ing to unco$’er sltidfin?.s’ attitudes, iet aione to examine the way thOSe attitLldes
to\\ards mathematics are formed, is a very hard task and there is often the risk of
missing oL]t important factors or misinterpreting some others. What we tried to do
Ltas to gather our data in a )vay that would enable L]Sto analyse students’ responses
to the c~llestio]~]l:~i]-e,their langL]age and their work on a mathematical task in as
natural a setting 3,s possible
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To show what our theory supports we are going to present extracts from the
interview ~vithj ust one student, Kathy, and her responses to the questionnaire along
~vith her working in the mathelnatical problem. The cone lusion we dra~v, however,
is seen generally across all students in the study.

The Student’s

Profile

in order to outline Kathy’s profile we first analysed her responses to the first pall of
the attitudinal questionnaire, in which students were asked to rank seven statements
about the nat Lire of mathematics. Kathy ranked “mathematics is abstract” followed
is about putting things together”, as the highest significant
by “mathematics
statement51. Kathy’s !ie\v that mathematics is about ordering things was imp]icit
throughout the interview ~vith her. The following episodes illustrate that in more
detail.

K: Genwdly

1 really like the algebra more.

1:.411right’?!
K: AIId I like fiddhng

wound

with equations.

1: \\ ’b] do you prefer algebra’?
K: 1 donut ktlol~. 11’s just . . .looking at it it seenls a lot simpler to
e~er} thing and }OU can. with equations

me,

you can just... see where

for me to just sort out
they’re

going.

I find it

easier to see what’s happening w’itb the, uhm, w’hen it comes to like geometry and stuff and I’m
tl]jnliing in other planes

1: Oh.

I find it a lot harder.

rcwll:’?

K: L,hrn, sometimes jo~i ~kl that }OLI’Ye kind of fudged away through it and made things happen
Lmdyou’re just not sure whether

you’ve actually followed orI the logic fully or you’ve just
to.

yOLI~vantedto do maths. How.. .~vhj’k that?
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K: because I think it’s just the ~vay everything

fits together

and the patterns and things that are

initia]ly.. and j ust the problem solving that I initially really liked as a child.
K: Lhm. I could see how probIcms

couId be split up into smaller

problems

and could

be

sol~ed aIId things like that.. just breaking dowm problems,. .

When it comes to the mathematical problem, Kathy’s first reaction was to represent
algebraically the four-cligit palindrome as abba. However, her further attempt to start
solving it algebraically had as a result to produce the follo~ving:
l“ab is divi.~ible by eleven then ahbu is
ah’11 = c + XII 1

05.K11

ab=llc+x

Discussion

We believe that the formation of attitudes to~vards mathematics is the product of
beliefs about it and the experiences with it. In the case of Kathy, we can claim that
this is true, Kathy’s “positive” attitude towards algebra in particular and mathematics
in genera], emerges tlrstly from her beliefs about the nature of mathematics that
could be sLlmmarised as the ordering of equations and smaller problems. This, along
with her sLlccessfuI preiious experiences in mathematical tasks, while approaching
them algebraica]lj through eqLlations, results in th~ formation of her positive attitude
towards mathematics. When a student participates and works in the school
en~ironment
she forms certain beliefs about mathematics
according to the
math~matical
instruction;
the sjr]hbL~s; the requirements of homework, tests and AIevel exams: its L~sefLllnessand to the ivay it is connected with other school subjects.
Al] these beliefs are reinforced by the stLldent’s experiences
with everyday
mathematical questions and more specifically by the way she approaches it and the
degr~~ of SLICCeSS
s}~e]las ill it.
Re~ealing the \vay attitL~Liesto~vards mathematics are formed and L~ncovering them is
not necessarily
of intrinsic value from a cognitive point of view. However, the
e~i(.ience from our study is that there is an intimate relationship between attitudes and
mathematical behavioLlr and it is this relationship that makes the research on attitudes
SO \ra]Lmblc,
Kathy, this relationship appears clear. Kathy’s belief is that
nlatl~clnatics is about ‘sorting things oL~t’and being ‘abstract’, Her initial approach to
the problem is an algebraic approach: this is, we sLlggest, the nature of her belief
mode manifest in her bcha~’iour. Kathy’s first attempt to sol~’e the problem is exactly
~~hat she likes the most and has proved successfL~l so far in her past lmathematical
questions: “’ficidling aroLlnd with equations”, even thoLlgh sh~ was Llnab]e to justify
ikhy or ho~v she thoL]ght of her starting eqLlation when asked. At this poinl we can
III
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see the eiYect attitudes towards mathematics have to a student’s mathematical
actions. Kathy did not start doing calculations as other students did; she started
immediately from the algebraic form of the four-digit palindrome and she continued
w~th an eqLlation. Even after she wrote dowm that equation she kept working with
the manipulation of al~ebraic symbols “so that they’re relevant” as she said, a view
that is consistent \v-ith her statement that “everything fits together” as mentioned in
Episode 2.
We believe that attitudes towards mathematics, which are conceptualised
as
predispositions according to our definition, have a causal influence on a student’s
mathematical behaviour. We support the view that when a student faces a
mathematical problem she first tries to associate it with previous mathematical
problems she has encoLlntered in the past. It is at this point that her attitL~detowards
mathematics, or towards that broacl category of the mathematical question, is
acti~ated. If the mathematical situation is novel, the student associates it with
previous ones ancl with the approaches used and at the same time her beliefs about
~that mathematics is about and 11OYV
it should be approached come to the surface
and predispose _her to act mathematically in a particular may. If the mathematical
situation is an already known one, the student is predisposed to approach it in a way
that is consistent with her previous experiential settings and the corresponding beliefs
about it.

Conclusions

StLidents* attitudes to~~arcis mathematics can be a very useful tool for interpreting or
even predicting their mathematical behaviour. However our tlndings raise questions
about the way to change students’ mathematics attitude and the effects that change
might consequent[j ha! e to their mathematical behaviour.
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